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Goals of the Session

• Introduce current issues and opportunities in regulatory toxicology
• Understand the primary roles regulatory toxicologists play in different types of organizations
• Motivate students and others to seek training opportunities in regulatory toxicology
• Share information on where students and others can find opportunities for training in regulatory toxicology
Change to Speakers

• Training in Regulatory Toxicology: Understanding Opportunities and Present Day Challenges – James Klaunig, PhD, University of Indiana University, Bloomington, IN

• Regulatory Toxicology at the US EPA – Maureen Gwinn, PhD, US EPA, Washington, DC

• The Role of Regulatory Toxicology in Drug Development – Tao Wang, PhD, Achaogen, San Francisco, CA

• Generating Toxicology Data to Meet the Needs of Regulatory Agencies – Allison Greminger, PhD ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, New York, NY

• Panel Discussion, Q & A – William Farland, PhD, Colorado State University and William H. Farland Consulting, Rockport, ME
Thank you to the Awareness in Regulatory Toxicology (ART) Work Group, a Graduate Education Sub-Committee Work Group for the Session Proposal!

Thank you to the Endorsers/Supporters of the Session Proposal!
- Education Committee
- Regulatory and Safety Evaluation Special Section
- Risk Assessment Specialty Section
Free webinars available on the SOT website include current topics in regulatory toxicology.

Risk Bites: Staying Alive! is one of a collection of short, entertaining videos found on YouTube which help viewers understand risk.

Graduate Students and Postdocs attending the SOT Annual Meeting can register for Chat with an Expert to meet with regulatory scientists.